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March 1,2010 

Chancellor Rose Tseng 
University of Hawaii at Hilo 
200 W. Kawili Street 
Hilo, Hawaii 96720 

Dear Chancellor Tseng, 

I am writing to describe my recent experiences with an assessment team from the 
University of Hawaii at Hilo. The team has been charged with development of 
assessment protocols for general education at the University. I serve as a consultant with 
the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC) and with the Carnegie 
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. I have been mentoring the Hilo team over 
a year-long period with several face-to-face meetings at seminars sponsored by WASC. 

From our first encounter, I was impressed by the commitment and collegiality of the 
team. Their mutual trust and collaborative spirit facilitated both the pace of their work 
and the quality of assessment they developed. Under the leadership of Seri Luangphinith, 
Assessment Support Chair, they engaged as scholars, integrating disciplinary knowledge 
and theory, as well as appropriately blending multiple perspectives into assessment 
outcomes and criteria. They consistently directed their assessment designs to reflect 
"regionally specific ways" and Hawaiian concepts into the general education 
descriptions. At this time, they have produced high quality learning outcomes and two 
rubrics that illustrate the "meaningful and authentic assessment" that I describe in my 
book. I am aware that they continue to "polish" 2 additional rubrics to complete the 
general education protocols. 

I want to mention all of the team members by name to give them their well-deserved 
credit. In addition to Seri, the team consists of Matt Haslam, Lorna Tsutsumi, Michele 
Ebersole, Keola Donghy, Karla McDermid, Barbara Meguro, Luke Bailey, Hank 
Hennessey, and Tara Vandiver Ballard (an impressive student). 



The finished materials are such excellent examples that I would like to use them as 
models of "best practice" with permission from you and the team. I work with about 30 
campuses per year and approximately 50 teams, but I have never written a letter like this. 
I asked the team if I might communicate with you to describe their work. I hoped that the 
information would be welcome and useful to you. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Dwscoll, Consultant 

CC: Phillip Castille. Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs 
Sevki Erdogan and Barbara Leonard, UHH Faculty Congress 
April Komenaka, UHH Accreditation Liason 
Seri Luangphinith, Assessment Support Committee 


